
Thank you for your interest in purchasing Carbon12, the cryptocurrency for Christians! We are
excited to build the Kingdom with you. Carbon12 is currently in its private sale round, an
opportunity for select people to partner with us in the early stages of development before the
token is available to the public. We anticipate that the Token Generation Event (TGE) and public
sale of Carbon12 will take place in Quarter 3 of 2022, alongside the launch of the HolARgram
MVP (see details below).

Private Sale Details:

Participants in the private sale will receive a 30% discount on the token (the total price of each
token is $0.0444, making the private sale price $0.0311 per token). Tokens purchased in private
sale will be on a one year vesting schedule, with tokens being linearly unlocked for use on a
quarterly basis starting at TGE.

How to Participate:

There are three methods of purchasing Carbon12 during the private sale round. Purchasing with
crypto, wire transfer, or by check. You may review the methods on the following pages.



Purchase with Bitcoin
Address: bc1qjcdcy0xmupp5tlwxfc92sdng6c3hes8wrxf0hn

Purchase with Ethereum
Address: 0x3d5cD1A843dECC34bba1e57919A4D52690d845A4

Purchase with Dogecoin
Address: DFAaq8uCTRJnsiXyYp194qYFvwoUitJj1G
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Purchase Using a Wire Transfer

● Bank Name: Washington Trust Bank
Routing No.: 125100089
Address: 176 S Post St
Spokane, WA 99201-2127
Beneficiary: Forum 12, LLC
Account No.: 1001239845
Address: 823 S Liberty Dr
Liberty Lake, WA 99019

Purchase by Check

● Forum12
157 S Howard St, STE 605
Spokane, WA 99201

After purchasing your tokens, you will receive a receipt from the Forum12 team confirming your
purchase and detailing how to stay in touch while awaiting the launch of Carbon12. The first
allocation of tokens will be dropped into Avalanche wallets upon the launch of Carbon12, with
incremental drops occurring on a quarterly basis for one year.

Private Sale Funding Allocations:

Carbon12 is revolutionary in that the token will launch with an immediate use case - a faith-centric
and blockchain-based social media platform called HolARgram. HolARgram utilizes Carbon12 for
an innovative liking system that functions as a tool to build the worldwide Church and bolster its
global congregation. Funding from the $C12 private sale will primarily be used to develop
HolARgram for launch in Quarter 3, along with providing liquidity to the token and hiring a
development and operations team.  Any leftover funding from the private sale round will be
allocated to the development of further Carbon12 use cases, including a peer-to-peer
micro-elastic grid computing network known as GridIron and Carbon12 shopping cart integrations
for ecommerce sites.

Let’s unite, fortify, and expand the Kingdom! We look forward to partnering with you.
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